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The Mat Companion series is designed to help you in understandingthe functional anatomy of
yoga. Following the Vinyasa part of the book will be the standing poses. This first publication of
the series displays how exactly to combine Western scientific knowedge with the practice of
Vinyasa Stream and the standing poses. Because of this practice, actions of daily living, such as
for example standing and strolling, feel safe and easy. This vigorous and aerobic practice
combines breathing and body movement to produce heat, warming up the muscle groups,
tendons, and ligaments and generating a detoxifying sweat. Practicing Vinyasa in a heated
space enhances these effects. In the first section of this publication, we discuss the request of
Western science to Vinyasa Circulation. Although all yoga exercises poses are interrelated, for
learning reasons we've subdivided them into types according to their general type. Learning
Hatha Yoga exercises begins with one of these fundamental postures, which extend and fortify
the muscles of the lower extremities and open the hips and pelvis. In Vinyasa we do it again a
foundational series of postures that encircle specific asanas from the other pose categories. It is
this combination of biomechanical, physiological, and energetic procedures that differentiate
yoga exercises from other forms of physical activity. This increased electrical activity in turn
illuminates the 1st and second chakras of the delicate body, aiding to remove energetic
blockages that develop throughout our life time. Working the muscles and joints of the low
extremities also stimulates the nerve centers supplying this region, increasing electrical activity
in the lumbosacral plexus.
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excellent reference guide I have already been practicing yoga many times a week for about 10
years and discover this book a very valuable resource. I use it to reference proper muscle
engagement for specific poses and flows. Five Stars :) Excellent! Can’t wait to work my way
through the whole series. I have to say We was skeptical purchasing this book. I have no idea
anatomy.. While it could possibly be overpowering for some there exists a lot of growing room
and so many details to continue to work towards better posture. THEREFORE I threw caution to
the wind and wound up with a wonderful book. Only recently have I developed some sort of
serious interest in getting into the yoga poses properly and making sure that I am using the
correct muscles for the poses instead of just "flopping" into them. I discover that when I know
the pose inside and out, I can actually focus on proper alignment, breathing, and using the
correct muscles as opposed to what can be in my own to do list. Meaning that I am even more
"present" in my practice. I am certain I'll page through it over and over again. I usually only get
books that I have already decided are a value while investment. I really liked it, and have
practiced on / off since.It goes into how the book should be go through and then reduces poses
like Mountain, Tree, Warrior 1 and 2 by:Telling you their joint placement (Mountain = the knees
are extended, hips neutral, . . I've zero background in anatomy but could understand most of the
concepts simply fine.)How exactly to plan the poseAnd what muscles you are using through
various stages of the pose with some amazing muscular photos to go along with it.It also offer
you some example workouts for vinyasa yoga aswell.Overall my impression: This is great, It is
simple to concentrate on proper alinement a pose or two at the same time for a week until it
becomes organic to your everyday practice. I am purchasing the rest of the set. It really is written
in a very clear and clear to see language. I am OBSESSED with these books!! If you are uncertain
of the colloquial term for something, you'll have to cross reference it with another reference to
find out. If you're new to the practice, probably get something a little more fundamental to start,
and then buy most of these! A must have reserve, Excellent!! The 4 books in the series have
minimal overlap and the portions that do use different poses for the examples.The standard of
the paper, the drawings, the detail of the muscles, the clarity of the info,etc.Inside you'll find
instructions to ace the ultimate Asana, options for preparing it like another asanas or how
exactly to make use of props (like in Iyengar design). Which muscles to engage, which muscle
tissue rest, how to change a pose and even how you transition in vinyasa. most information on
postures in a single book that i've seen this series of books is the best complete info i've seen
on the postures. There are 3 ways I understand poses here. Names are given for each muscle
mass that either stretches or flexes, also pictures of said muscle groups in various hues of blue
and red to show where strength is certainly, also the joints involed and the path the muscle
tissue move the ligements. I have already been to 1 semester of yoga exercises classes while I
was in college. Even the sugested vinyasa flow has some pounds to how to order poses and it
offers mention of the chakras. Remember that the forms are ideal and no newbie should expect
or make an effort to duplicate them. It actually gives several variations that can be used for
injuries or planning for every pose. What I really like is definitely how it details how to make use
of reciprocal inhibition and the golgi tendon to proceed deaper into poses- that i might call a
straightforward shift of recognition to push in to the pain without getting hurt. In addition to a
heap of fine detail about creating bandhas via co-activation for stabelization. One thing I dont
discover is much detail to get into the individual poses. But you can get that from a great many
other great books. Once you're in the essential pose this book will provide much detail to keep
to explore, play and boost awareness and form. Among the "must have" book for every Yoga
exercises instructor or pupil. Definately check these out! Exceeded my anticipations! Makes



yoga exercise fun for folks like me who are interested in such issues. But what I like is how
scientific it appears. Great book. Easy does it. Wonderful book, very beneficial with clear and
easy to understand detail. Yoga exercises made fun for individuals who love anatomy I'm an
amateur "do it yourself" rank beginner, and I've found the detailed guidelines about
skeleton/joint/muscles relationships and which muscle tissues to agreement/relax very helpful.
I just started scanning this in fact it is awesome. ESSENTIAL for Yogis! The illustrations are
sharp and once again easy to understand. It is important to me to perform positions correctly
and to know the muscle groups which will be worked. It shows you how to warm-up the pose
and in addition little nuances to obtain all of the correct benefits.I didn't get to look at this
reserve through my library, one of the reasons why I was skeptical. If you do not, it is very an
easy task to get injured. Focusing on how to properly perform these poses makes a world of
difference! Such a really useful, well-written, well-ilustrated book I'm an ex-gymnast, longtime
martial artist and new to yoga.. Great book. I just wish that in the anatomical index in the trunk
that it would have "conventional" brands for the muscle tissues/tendons/bones - and not simply
the latin names. It will be nice to have the two side by side. These are excellent if you're a
serious yoga student.. EXACTLY. Excellent resource Should be in every serious yoga
practitioner’s library This book is a GAME CHANGER We’ve been practicing yoga on / off for
well more than a decade whether it was by myself or in group classes. But I never sensed like I
was surpassing a beginner level.! I practice yoga exercise in my own house.until I purchased this
reserve. . It breaks everything down therefore simply with in-depth descriptions and pictures that
explain yoga poses in ways I’ve never heard before. I just desire that in the anatomical . I am
finally seeing progress in my own practice and have a strongly renewed passion for yoga
exercise. Thank you, Ray Long! This book is amazing! The color illustrations of particular
opposing muscles for each pose and movement make this a user friendly guide for me.
EXACTLY what I wanted! Make sure to get all four in the series, along with Ray Long's Scientific
Keys.! Precisely what I wanted! Cannot wait to buy the others. As a slightly experienced yogi, I
always want to make sure I'm doing points the right way. This book lets you know that... Most of
the yoga exercises poses have become familiar if you ask me, but this reserve explains how to
get them jointly right into a flow (kind of like a yoga 'kata') and best of all gets rid of any doubts
about how exactly to perform them correctly.The book have a guide for muscles used in every
asana or involved in it. I LOVE this publication. Cannot stop considering it. I'll be buying the
additional in the series. VERY informative. I'll be starting my teacher training soon and this will
certainly help me with that!. Many thanks!
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